
labour process, which the operation of the productive forces under conditions 

imposed by definite production relations makes necessary. It is a division of 

functions - for example, under capitalism in. a factory there may be technicians, 

labourers, machine .operators and managers.

None of these divisions is completely distinct from each other and we agreed with 

Edholm, Harris and Young that the. sexual division of labour straddles all- three of 

these categories. It seems that whether a particular example of a division of 

labour amounts to a soaiol division of labour, a division of social labour- or a 

technical, division of labour, depends on the nature of existing relations of 

production, their historical development, the nature of ideological discourses, and 

the state. Thus in some' societies the sexual division of labour may amount to 

no more than a technical division of labour with no preferential access to surplus, 

juridical rights or ideological supremacy attached. In other societies the sexual 

division of labour, while appearing as a technical division of labour relegating 

women to tasks of childcare, agricultural and domestic work, is also a social 

division of labour preventing women from owning or inheriting property and denying 

them legal status individuals..

In a general analysis of any economic activity the nature of the ■ sexual division 

of labour would have to be examined. This would entail an examination of the areas 

of 'production' termed biological reproduction and reproduction of the labour force, 

and an enquiry into whether these spheres of 'production' contain elements of a 

technical or a social division of labour. This., construction dissolves the 

problem of the relation of 'production' and 'reproduction' for both terms are 

covered by looking at production in a more careful and systematic way. The term 

'reproduction' can usefully be retained at the most general level for application 

to the reproduction of the whole social formation in its economic, ideological 

and political forms.

With regard to the study of South African history it is crucial to look at the 

sexual division of labour in different modes of production with some of the 

following questions in mind. How rigid was the sexual division of labour in 

pre-conquest states; how far was this modified by mercantile capital and colonialism, 

and what changes were wrought through the imposition pf imperial rule? Why were 

women and children not incorporated as wage labourers in the early period of 

industrial capitalism in South Africa as had occurred during the initial phase of 

the industrial revolution in Britain? What role did a restructuring of the 

sexual division of labour play in the emergence of the migrant labour system?
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Do the preservation of the reserves and the reliance on migrant labour, derive as 

much from a transformed sexual division of labour as from the more often cited 

emergence of the capitalist mode of production and capital's 'need' for cheap labour? 

How does the commercialisation of agriculture affect the sexual division of labour in 

the reserves? Have there been struggles over the sexual division of labour and 

does this illuminate women's attachment to mission stations in the 19th century 

and women's organisations in the 20th century? Many of these questions are 

beginning to be researched and interesting empirical work;Vias been published.

A rigorous analysis of the sexual division of labour and its pteriodisation can 

further clarify the problems these studies expose.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION.

Population: 30 m. Vz are women __i ,-rr

75% AFRICANS J 2 $ ^ >  ^ * Z .
10% COLOURED _ r« ?
3% Indian <\ oo .o & qy>,<r<n>

1*?' WHITE <0^ AfY 6*  ^

WOMEN IN BANTUSTANS: In 1968 43%; today nearly 60%

B/stans, however, no longr 'rural areas' - eg, Winterveld, 
pop 1 m, mini Soweto. Huge degree o urbanisation i B/stans 
People up against influx control fence - live in squatter 
townships & places like Kwa-zulu. Blk townships i small towns 
hve been 'disestablished' - movd to B/stans.

In 1960 30.6% wkrs livng in rural areas 
down to 19.8% today.

COLOURED WMN: 28% i rural areas, largely i Cape, few i B/stans 
Majority urban.

INDIAN: Largely urban, a handful i B/stans.

WHITES: Pop hd become urbn, 20% i rural areas

48% o Africns are under 20 
46.5 % coloureds 
40% Indians.
Whites are aging pop, abt 29% under 20
Whites live longr thn othrs (health, nutrition, wk)
Life expectancy:

Af Col Indian White 
62 63 65 70 Female
56 53 59 65 Male

9.9% o Whites are over 64

Therefore speakng o extremely young population.

HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS: Break-down o extended family 
1985 30% Af household headed by wmn i urbn areastJ 

47% i B/stans
59% i rural areas o B/stans^

Incidence o female-headed households less fr Cols, Ind & Ws, bu 
still significant fr Cols i towns.

EDUCATION: 30% o Af women have NO education at all
11% <5|fnly to Std 1 - ie, 4jl% are illiterate 
Col wmn, 30>% illiterate; 2% White wmn.
Mxch.larger numbr o girls thn boys go to school, bt are takn ou
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